Public Administration in Indigenous Context

Graduate-level program to be offered jointly by*:

In collaboration with:

For Indigenous public management that meets the challenges of today and tomorrow

One graduate-level program to be offered*

- 3 courses
  - Microprogram
- + 2 courses
  - Short program

Can lead students to gradually earn a specialized graduate degree (DESS) or a Master’s degree*.

This step-by-step progression enables students to apply learnings in real-life situations.

Four advantageous components

+ Understanding of the unique issues of governance, public policy and public management in indigenous communities and public organizations.
+ Consideration of federal, provincial and municipal public management operations, and consequences for the management of indigenous public organizations.
+ Development of essential management skills and knowledge.
+ Content built on proven theoretical and practical foundations, enriched by research results and sharing of real life experiences.

Courses

Courses include culturally-relevant case studies, role-playing and exercises adapted to indigenous realities. Courses address topics such as:

+ Principles and issues of public administration
+ Ethics, integrity and indigenous governance
+ Human resource management in public organizations
+ Management of public organizations
+ Management skills
+ Public policy design and implementation

* Subject to approval by participating authorities

OPEN TO ADMISSION FOR FALL 2019
Beyond the Courses

Welcoming and guiding students: individual consultations and academic support workshops, mentoring, tutoring, etc.

Cohort advancement: promotes a sense of belonging, community spirit, and the sharing of experiences.

Access to financial support: programs eligible for financial support from the Quebec and Canada governments. Scholarships are also available.

Admission Requirements

Candidates

MUST

+ hold a Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, with a GPA of at least 3.2 out of 4.3,

OR

+ have relevant knowledge, significant training or work experience (10 years) at a professional level.

IN ADDITION, THEY MUST

+ have very good knowledge of the English language,
+ have a very good knowledge of the French language in accordance with the language requirements of the concerned institution.

Contact us...

If you have questions or are not sure you meet the program’s requirements.

Hugo Asselin, Director
School of Indigenous Studies
Université du Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue
hugo.asselin@uqat.ca

Michelle Jacob, Coordinator
Public administration in Indigenous Context
École nationale d’administration publique (ENAP)
418-641-3000, ext. 6333
michelle.jacob@enap.ca

Mathieu Gravel, Liaison Officer
Centre les Premières nations Nikanite Université du Québec à Chicoutimi
418 545-5011 ext. 2614
mathieu1_gravel@uqac.ca

First Nations Education Council (FNEC)
418 842-7672